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Building to a Higher Standard 

Moore Nanotechnology Systems, LLC 

www.nanotechsys.com 

The Most Versatile, Accurate Y-Axis  

Freeform Generator Available 

 

Engineered for Excellence! 



 Form and Finish Always Measured on the Same Surface, Same Pass  

 In the real world, both form accuracy and surface finish are measured on the same surface after the 

same finish pass.  Who will accept data from two different cuts?  Nanotech has always followed this 

same common sense procedure when reporting our machine performance results.  
 

 For both XZ & YZ diamond turning validation, Nanotech uses the below detailed test part on which form 

and finish are measured on the same surface after the same finish pass. In side by side comparisons,  

we stand behind the champion results shown off our systems against any others in the field.   

 

 Precision Engineered — Nanotech’s design principles embodied in our Y -axis assembly are the  

culmination of many years of practice in precision engineering.   

 Y-Axis Design Principles — Embodies the key engineering principles of symmetry, co-location of 

the center of gravity with the center of stiffness & center line of force combined with SmartBalance which is 
an active air bearing counterbalance acting along this center.   

 SmartBalance — Load neutralization system using a single robust adaptive air bearing counterbalance 

along spindle center of gravity drops the steady state motor power to less than 100 milliwatts which results in 
minimal thermal signature of motors. 

 Bilateral Air Cooled Linear Motor Technology — Advanced motor synchronization prevents 

thermal buildup by allowing uniform even distribution of the workload as opposed to overheated  
single motor designs. 

 Portal Spindle Design — Superbly performing Y-axis with minimal Abbe errors , as opposed to a  

cantilevered spindle design. This is due to having the center of rotation for the machining process placed at 
the geometric center of the Y-axis.   

 Total Machine Thermal Stability — The entirety of the machine base with X, Z, and Y-Axis is  

enveloped by temperature controlled air from the distribution plenum which runs the length of the machine. 
This ensures uniform distribution of the temperature controlled air. 

  We Report Metrology Results the Way You Do! 

Form Accuracy: 
0.066µm PV 

Surface Finish: 
1.003nm Ra 

Surface Finish: 
0.938nm Ra 

Form Accuracy: 
0.068µm PV 

XZ Standard Test Part (STP) YZ Standard Test Part (STP) 

 STP > High Purity Aluminum  |  75mm diameter   |   250mm radius concave sphere 

Y’s of a Symmetric Vertical Axis Design Accurate | Flexible | Ergonomic 

Intuitive NanoSMART ™ Controls 

 

All our systems are designed with technician 

ease of use in mind without straying from 

our engineering principles which drive per-

formance. This includes our sleek ergonom-

ic and customizable Touch/Swipe control 

pendant Engineered for the optimal viewing 

angle.  We strive to provide the best of both 

worlds without sacrificing productivity,  

reliability, or part cutting results.  

650FGv2 designed for easy accessibility to workpiece  

(machine’s enclosure removed for clarity) 

Moment of Force 
Large moment acting on a cantilevered spindle design.  
As weight is added to spindle, condition will worsen  
potentially requiring manual adjustments. 

A cantilever is beam supported on only one end. The beam transfers the load to the 

support where it has to manage the moment of force and shear stress. Moment of force 

is the tendency of a force to twist or rotate an object. 

No Substitute for Symmetry 

Support 

Force 

(Isometric View) 

Work Spindle 

Center of Gravity 

Cantilever Design Practices Simply Can’t Compete on a Performance Level 

Nanotech’s Y-Axis Design Follows Precision Engineering Principals of Symmetry 

Spindle Centerline 

(Top View) 

Dual Linear Motors for 

Smooth Balanced Motion

(Front View) 

Oil Hydrostatic Rails 
SmartBalance 

(Single Active Air Bearing 

Counterbalance) 

Work Spindle 



The Versatility You Need to Reach New Markets 

 2 –5 Axis Diamond Turning 

 Raster Flycutting 

 Ruling 

 Plano Flycutting 

 Micro-Milling 

 Micro-Grinding 

 Fast Tool Servo Machining 

 Tool Normal Machining 
 

One System Does It All! 

It’s Not All About the Y - Overall freeform system performance encompasses a combination  

of thermal stability, superior spindle design and precision engineered components 

 Liquid Cooled Impact Resistant Spindle — 

 Porous graphite journals protects work spindle from momentary touchdown.  

 Total liquid cooling of motor and air bearing journals removes heat generated from motor and air shear, thus 
eliminating the spindle as a heat source. 

 Universal Cabinet — separate compact utilities cabinet isolates electrical thermals away from machine base 

 Granite Composite Base — Monolithic composite polymer granite base with integral coolant troughs and   
counter mass for optimal engineered center of gravity and easy self drainage of flood coolants 

Porous Graphite Air Bearing Work Spindle! 

 Speed Range:  up to 10,000 RPM Bi-Directional 

 Axial / Radial guaranteed motion accuracy through entire speed range:  ≤ 12.5nm 

 Radial Working Load Capacity (@nose):   85kg @ 7bar   (185lbs @ 100psi) 
(Defined at 60% of Ultimate Load Capacity)    102kg @ 10bar (225lbs @ 145psi) 

 Axial Working Load Capacity (@nose):    180kg @ 7bar   (397lbs @ 100psi) 
(Defined at 60% of Ultimate Load Capacity) 

 Radial Stiffness:  130 N/µm @ 7bar (743,000 lbs/in @ 100psi) 

 Axial Stiffness:    438 N/µm @ 7bar (2,500,000 lbs/in @ 100psi) 
 
 

   Watch a video of robustness test by  

 cutting the air supply at 1,000 RPM  

   with no resulting change in performance!   

 Follow link at: www.nanotechsys.com 

 

Don’t try this with other   

air bearing spindles! 

Why Porous Graphite? 

 High impact resistance offers superior protection compared to bronze journals 

 Engineered for optimal air flow characteristics 

 Proven robustness in numerous industrial applications 

 Excellent lubricity by nature providing additional layer of protection 

Production  

Diamond Turning 
Raster Micro-Milling 

Raster Flycutting 

Air Temperature Controller with NanoTEMP Thermal Monitoring System   

(records up to 16 channels) 

Monolithic Composite Polymer Granite Base 

Optional Shear 

Damped Vibration 

Isolation System 

Slow Slide Servo ( XZC) 

Diamond Ruling 

Glass Press Mold Insert Grinding 

Periphery Cross-Axis Grinding  

Freeform / Lens Array / Micro-Milling 

Porous Graphite Impact Resistant Spindle 

with total liquid cooling technology 

for long term thermal stability 



The Most User Friendly HMI 

 NanoSMART ™ - Industry’s First Touch / Swipe Gesture Based Interactive HMI with numerous  
new value added features including ability to process up to 5GB program file sizes 
 

 Industry leading 8 picometer feedback resolution and Delta Tau Power PMAC Real-time 64-bit  
Motion Controller with 40,000 block lookahead for advanced trajectory calculations 
 

 Fast and Customizable 
 

  

 HMI consists of (3) 22” wide customizable pages accessible by  

swiping the screen left or right  

 

 Automatic Detection System (ADS) that recognizes and syncs  

optional accessories automatically as they are added or removed  

from the machine to minimize downtime 

 

 Dedicated Ethernet / LAN connection allows real-time monitoring  

and control of the machine by the factory (or the customer) to 

remotely evaluate all control functions for instantaneous diagnosis  

and troubleshooting of any control or programming problems. 

 

 Programs are automatically color coded when editing so you can quickly find 

the information you’re looking for 

 

 Use Nanotech default screens or customize with a growing list of Apps 

NanoSMART™ - we’ve made it easy 

Carousel module offers comprehensive selection of Apps 

Title Bar 

Green LED shows 

PPMAC connectivity 

NC Run Module 

Where program 

is displayed 

Home Button 

Brings you to Nanotech 

default module layout 

Nano Edit & Quick Edit 

Launch buttons 

Quick Launch Shortcuts 

NanoBalance, WECS, NanoCAM, 

NanoMETER, Optical Tool Set,  

NanoTEMP, etc. . . 

Observation Module 

Captures video or  

still Images 

Process Toolbar 

(Stationary) 

Used to start these 

processes: 

(Machine Setup, 

Tool Offset, Work 

Offset, Program  

Editor).  Top-down 

process flow.  Each 

button will open an 

editor overlay 

MyPage(s) 

Allows users to save custom 

multi-module page layouts  

for future use 



 Defined by our Customers’ Success 

Europe 

Nanoptic Solutions 

Tel: +31-40-8424746 

frank@nanoptic-solutions.com 

www.nanopticsolutions.com 

As a Nanotech customer, you will benefit from our professional pre / post sales technical expertise - for life. 

At all levels of our organization, we have unmatched hands-on industry experience for critical value added 

process development and application support.  Here’s what just a few of our customers have to say:  

(visit www.nanotechsys.com for a complete listing of unsolicited Customer Testimonials)  

United States 

Tel: 603-352-3030 

sales@nanotechsys.com 

www.nanotechsys.com 

 “FANTASTIC support we received from your team as we worked through a difficult problem solving 

process. Top notch all the way.” 

 “The most remarkable and excellent service & support I have ever seen”. 

 “I’ve been in this business for a long time, and response time like this is unheard of.“  

 “As always, we are very pleased with the recent addition/install of our new 250UPL. Everything went very 

smoothly with zero issues, questions or concerns. Your Service Engineers performed a superb job, uphold-

ing the high level of quality, service, and accuracy we have come to know and expect from Moore Nanotech. 

We look forward to a future of growth and expanding our business with Moore Nanotech products.” 

 “As I've mentioned in the past, our Nanotech machines have performed flawlessly. We have not 

experienced any lost production time with a Nanotech machine period, regardless of age, date 

of installation, or type of work we are running on the machine.” 

Moore Nanotechnology Systems, LLC 

230 Old Homestead Hwy 

Swanzey, NH 03446 USA 

Ph: 603-352-3030 

fax: 603-352-3363 

www.nanotechsys.com 

sales@nanotechsys.com 

Japan 
Enable K.K. 

Tel: +81-48-227-4688 

hideki.ogawa@enablekk.com 

www.enablekk.com 

Taiwan 

DKSH Taiwan Ltd. 

Tel: +886-2-8752-6666 

pei.yuan.huang@dksh.com 

www.dksh.com.tw 

India  

Simco Global Technology 

& Systems Ltd. 
(Government Only) 

Tel: +91-11-2689-4181 

simcogroup@sify.com 

www.simco-groups.com 

Singapore / Malaysia 

Laser 21 Pte., Ltd. 

Tel: +65-6565-1221 

sales@laser-21.com 

www.Laser-21.com 

Korea 

Moonatech 
Tel: +82-2-501-4977 

henry.jung@moonatech.co.kr 

www.moonatech.co.kr 

China 

DKSH (China) Co., Ltd. 

Tel: +86-10-6500-4308 

xin.xin.huang@dksh.com 

www.dksh-machinery.com 

UK / Ireland / Hong Kong / Australia 

Focal Dimensions 

Tel: +44-1509-416860 

gavin@focaldimensions.com 

www.focaldimensions.com 

 “I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again. I believe you guys are building the best diamond turning 
machines in the world. The quality and performance is truly amazing.” 
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